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ULTIMATE EASTER GIFT GUIDE 2017
102  THINGS  fo r  LITTLE BOYS, GIRLS and  BUNNIES!

1. JELLYCAT BUNNY from $29.95
The softest bunny with the floppiest ears. Our 
bashful bunny loves nothing more than cuddles at 
bedtime.

HIPPITY HOP •  
HERE COMES THE EASTER  BUNNY...

• SECOND EDITION • APR 2017

...And his first stop is Big Dreams to fill his basket with toys, clothing, and treasures to make your 
Easter extra special. Hop on in to our Northcote store or shop with us online anytime!

WORLD WIDE SHIPPING

2. MAILEG BUNNIES from $39.95
The ever adorable Maileg Bunnies are a favourite 
with kids and grown ups alike. Our boy and girl 
bunnies come in a variety of  outfits, colours and 
sizes. You will definitely need more than just one. 

9. HEICO WHITE RABBIT LAMP $139
The world’s favourite bunny. Comes ready to plug 
in and stay on all night. 

6. MARQUISE PJ’S $29.95 & 7. JELLYCAT BUNNY $39.95 & 8. RUBY RED SHOES 
BOOK $29.95
At Big Dreams we love bedtime rituals, so we have your pj’s, cuddly soft toys and bedtime reading 
sorted. This gorgeous ensemble is brought to you by Marquise, Jellycat and Ruby Red Shoes. 

GOOD FRIDAY
CLOSED

EASTER SATURDAY
9:30am - 5:30pm 

EASTER SUNDAY
CLOSED

ONLINE
www.bigdreams.com.au

CUSTOMER ENQUIRIES
+61 3 9489 2193

4. ALEX & ANT PANTS $49.95 &  
5. ACORN BEANIE $49.95
Our bunny print pants from Alex and Ant are super 
comfy and cute with the added ruffle around the waist.  
Teamed with a pure merino Acorn Beanie, you are 
sure to stay toasty and warm this winter.

10. HARPER DRESS $99.95
Made from organic cotton, this beautiful lavender 
printed dress by Soft Gallery, is the perfect 
transeasonal item.

3. BEATRIX POTTER BOOKS $9.95 each

Learning is fun with Peter Rabbit. These sweet little board books are perfect for little hands to hold. 
Choose from counting, colours, animals and shapes. 

11. BUNNY CANDLES $9.95
Our little wax bunnies will shine bright on your 
Easter table.

https://bigdreams.com.au/collections/easter
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19. JEMIMA PUDDLEDUCK CERAMIC 
JEWELLERY HOLDER $89.95
Jemima Puddle-Duck is very protective of  her eggs 
and she would love to keep your little trinkets safe 
in her little ceramic egg cups. Perfect for clips, rings, 
necklaces and other little special treasures.

EASTER •

15. FLATBEARS from $49.95
Made from 100% Australian Sheepskin, this beautiful teddy is soft, cuddly and flat!   
Easy to care for, it will be a loving companion for your little one.

12. PRETTY WILD STELLA DRESS - 
ROSE GARDEN $99.95 & 13. PRETTY 
WILD ALEXIS CARDIGAN $69.95
The classic shape of  the Stella dress has remained 
a constant in the Pretty Wild range. Sleeveless with 
delicate smocking across the chest, it is easily a 
stand alone piece or teamed with a cardigan like 
the versatile Alexis, soon arriving in raspberry in 
April 2017.

21. WOODLAND DOLLS BOBBLE/ EARS $39.95 each

A retro favourite, these sweet dolls are still handmade in Japan. Their cute little suits with ears or 
bobbles, come in a range of  colours. Collect them all!

22. LITTLE KIRSTIN 
ASH from $34.95
For that personalised gift, 
create a bespoke piece of  
jewelry from Little Kirstin 
Ash. Choose from stones, 
letters, charms and an 
assortment of  clusters to 
create a bangle, bracelet or 
necklace that is truly unique.

18. BON BON BONNIE GIRL $ 69.95
Our beautiful Danish Bunny is the perfect keepsake. 
Made from ceramic, our Bon Bon Bonnie Girl 
opens up to store all your special pieces.

16. BOBO CHOSES TOP 
$64.95 & 17. OWL BAG $19.95
Spanish label Bobo Choses, use the 
finest organic cotton to make this 
shoulder drawstring, poncho style tee.  
Match it with handmade Big Dreams 
Leather Owl purse.

20. BRASS BASKET from $14.95
What a nice way to present your eggs this Easter. 
These wire baskets are available in two sizes and 
add a touch of  whimsy to your easter gift this 
year.

14. MAILEG TOOTH HOLDER $9.95
The tooth fairy will always be able to find that 
special little tooth in this gorgeous heart shaped 
tin by Maileg. Available in light pink, dark pink 
and blue.

https://bigdreams.com.au/collections/easter
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33. BUNNY LIPGLOSS $7.95
Have you ever seen a lip gloss cuter than this 
bunny? It comes in strawberry, vanilla or coconut.

35. RUBY RED SHOES GOES TO PARIS 
$29.95
Ruby and her Grandma head to Paris for the 
adventure of  a lifetime. Join Ruby and her new 
friends as they take in all the sights Paris has to 
offer.

34. RUBY RED SHOES GOES TO 
LONDON $29.95
Ruby and her Grandma are off on another 
adventure, this time to London. The home of  red 
buses, red telephone boxes and red letter boxes. 
Ruby and her red shoes feel right at home in this 
delightful city. 

25. FLAT BUNNY $39.95
Just like its cuddly ‘Bear’ cousin, the flat bunny 
is 100% Australian sheepskin and loves nothing 
more than to sleep and snuggle with your little 
one.

23. CHLOE’S GARDEN from $49.95
The fairies that live in the bottom of  your garden will love these sweet tree houses and their very own 
bakery to visit. By day their solar panels soak up the sun so they can shine bright when the sun goes down. 

26. NATURE BABY ONESIE $29.95 & 27. KNITTED BY NANA BEANIE $34.95 & 
28. UIMI BLANKET from $159 & 29. BOOTIES $59.95 & 30. BUNNIES BY THE 
BAY RABBIT $29.95 & 31. NATURE BABY BRUSH $34.95
We like to spoil you for choice when it comes to buying a newborn gift. A full range of  organic clothing 
from Nature Baby, pure merino, locally made blankets and beanies from Uimi and Knitted by Nana, 
plush toys and even accessories such as this natural fibre baby brush. These are only a small selection of  
what we have to choose from for your newest addition.

24. BIG DREAMS BRASS CROWN 
WITH DIAMANTES $149
Every prince or princess needs a sparkling crown. 
This beautiful decorative piece will add that 
touch of  royalty to any room in your home. 

32.  PRETTY WILD CERAMIC TEA SET $49.95
Anyone for high tea? This pretty floral, ceramic tea set is perfect for real tea parties.

https://bigdreams.com.au/collections/easter
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41. PINTOY HIGHCHAIR $99.95 & 42. PRETTY WILD ADELE DRESS $119
This sweet little wooden high chair from Pintoy is perfect for baby’s feeding time. Our Stella and baby 
are both dressed beautifully in genuine Liberty outfits from from Pretty Wild and are waiting patiently for 
lunch.

39. MAILEG PRINCE BUNNY $69.95  
& 40. MINI RABBIT $59.95
Our Mini Rabbit Girl has found her prince.  
This adorable couple make our hearts sing.

36. LOVE MY SMALLS LONG SLEEVE 
TEE $89.95 & 37. PRETTY WILD 
AMELIA BLOUSE from $79.95 & 38. 
MAILEG BUNNY $59.95
The sleeveless Pretty Wild Amelia blouse with it’s 
sweet ruffle neck, is perfect for hot Summer days 
but transitions seamlessy for cooler days layered 
with a Love My Smalls Merino Long Sleeve top. 
And of  course, a Maileg Bunny is a must have travel 
companion.

48. MAILEG BUNNIES from $34.95
We have a Maileg Bunny in any size you need. 
From the micro babies to the biggest Maxi. It’s so 
hard to choose a favourite!

45. NUOVO CARDS from $4.95
The creative crew at Nuovo love bunnies as much 
as we do. With designs from artists all over the 
country, there is no shortage of  bunny love to 
choose from.

47. PRETTY WILD HEADBANDS from $15.95
The perfect accessory to your Pretty Wild wardrobe. Choose from solid colours and Liberty fabrics to 
co-ordinate perfectly with your outfits. A full range of  clips also available.

43. MARQUISE UNDERWEAR -  
2 PACK $14.95
Marquise cotton is second to none for durability and 
comfort. In a choice of  shapes and colours for boys 
and girls, you get 2 pairs per pack. 

52. PRETTY WILD ISABELLA 
BODYSUIT - FEATHER FIELDS $89.95  
& 53. PRETTY WILD ALEXIS 
CARDIGAN - GREY $69.95
We truiy love a bodysuit, cardigan and sock 
combination. Abriana is picture perfect in two 
brand new pieces from Pretty Wild arriving 
April - the Isabella Bodsyuit in Feather Fields and 
Alexis Cardigan in White Marle. Her knee high 
socks from Spanish label Condor, complete this 
delightful ensemble.

44. MAILEG METAL BUNNY 
DECORATION $10.95 each

A hanging decorative metal bunny for wherever you 
need a touch of  bunny love.

46. MISHA AND PUFF PATCHWORK 
BLANKET $599
At Big Dreams we are all about fair trade, so we 
adore the Misha and Puff brand. All their garments 
are hand knitted by a group of  talented ladies in 
Lima. All proceeds go to supporting their families and 
community. The care and pride taken by each knitter 
is second to none and you will find their personalised 
name tag stitched into every garment they knit.  This 
blanket will feel like an extra special warm hug having 
been made with so much love.

49. PRETTY WILD GINGER DRESS 
- BLOSSOM $119.95 & 50. PRETTY 
WILD ALEXIS CARDIGAN - SKY $69.95 
& 51. START RITE IMOGEN BOOTS 
$159.95
The Ginger dress in Blossom is the perfect dress 
for our transeasonal weather. Giorgia wears hers 
with a new Alexis Cardigan in Sky blue, Condor 
Knee Hi’s and the Imogen tan ankle boot from 
Start Rite. 

EASTER •
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54. PRETTY WILD GEMMA PLAYSUIT - AQUA HAZE 
$119.95 & 55. KNITTED BY NANA BEANIE - PINK 
$34.95 & 56. CONDOR SOCKS - PINK $14.95
Hands down one of  our favourite pieces is the Gemma playsuit in 
Aqua Haze. Add a hand knitted merino beanie by Knitted by Nana 
and a pair of  knee hi ribbed socks by Condor and the outfit is too cute 
for words. 67. LOVE MY SMALLS LONG SLEEVE 

TEE $89.95
100% Merino from happy sheep, a must have 
piece in every child’s wardrobe. Fitted in design, 
it is the perfect layering piece or top to wear on its 
own.

65. LIBERTY DOLL CLOTHING $39.95 
& 66. PRETTY WILD CUSHION $99.95
These circular cushions by Pretty Wild are pure 
luxury. Made with genuine Liberty fabric and 
trimmed with luxurious velvet, you will want one 
in each design. Our Spanish Belonil babies also 
wear genuine Liberty outfits. Custom made to fit 
perfectly.

63. PRETTY WILD MARY BLOUSE - 
DUSTY PINK $89.95 & 64. MUNSTER 
JEANS $59.95
The Mary blouse by Pretty Wild uses genuine 
Liberty cotton and features a Peter Pan collar 
with vertical stitch detail down the front. Matched 
beautifully with a pair of  Minti stretch jeans, both 
brands start small enough for young babies to 
big girls. And just because we love bunnies, this 
Bunnies by the Bay cutie will comfort as well as 
hold your little ones favourite toy or dummy.

60. HALCYON NIGHTS 
SLEEPER SUIT $44.95 &  
61. KNITTED BY NANA 
BEANIE $34.95
Halcyon Nights have captured 
the essence of  Australiana in 
this delightful Fern Gully print 
featuring Koalas and kangaroos 
amongst the lush setting of  the 
rainforest. Top off the outfit 
with a hand knitted, merino 
beanie from Knitted by Nana 
and you will have your very 
own adorable gumnut baby.

68. PRETTY WILD ADELE DRESS - 
FOREST $119
The long sleeve, drop waist Adele Dress is one of  
the newest designs arriving in April from Pretty 
Wild. In Forest Liberty it will be a staple Winter 
outfit for your child. Worn here by Giorgia with 
Condor knee hi socks and ankle boots.

58. FLAT BUNNY $39.95 &  
59. PRETTY WILD BABY BOWS $19.95
Our little flat bunnies are loving the new Pretty 
Wild baby, elasticised head band with Liberty Bow. 
They fit gently on little heads and sit neatly in 
place (perfect as a bunny collar too.)

62. LAPIN & ME LAMP - 
WHITE $189.00
Baby Lapin is adorable in her 
little bunny suit and just a little 
bit cheeky. Ready to plug in and 
stay on all night. Available in 
more colours.

57. MERI MERI EASTER from $14.95 
For all your Easter supplies, look no further than 
the range from Meri Meri. From bunny cups to 
Easter Egg Hunt Kits we have your accessories 
and decorating needs covered. 

https://bigdreams.com.au/collections/easter
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73. JOY TOY EXPRESS $120
Hop on board! Take the colourful beads on a journey along the winding, wire track

72. MONOPOLY 
SHUFFLE DEAL 
$29.95
For lovers of  Monopoly, a 
quick and pacey version 
that you can play anywhere. 
Shuffle the deck to build 
your properties, collect 3 
sets to win. Download the 
app for extra fun.

71. BELONIL BABIES $59.95
A beautiful rainbow of  our world colours. Our Italian made Belonil babies come in a range of  
nationalities and are anatomically correct. Boys and girls of  the world in harmony.

75. HELGA KREFT 
SHADDY HOOVES 
$79.95
Clippity Clop, clippity clop! 
Step on, grab the reins and 
off you trot. Made from wood 
and real horse shoes, you will 
want to gallop all day. Don’t 
forget to clean the dirt with the 
special shoe pick before you 
come inside.

69. MAILEG MEGA MAXI BUNNY 
$179.95
The biggest bunny of  them all! Our adorable girl 
sits 50cm high and is made from pure cotton. She 
loves to lounge on the bed or sit in a chair with you.

76. NANCHEN NATURE MARIE 
RABBIT $149
Marie Bunny is 100% organic, with embroidered 
features so she’s the perfect special gift for 
newborns. Hand made in Germany Marie also has 
two best friends available in store.

74. HEICO RED 
TOADSTOOL LAMP  
from $110
German made and hand 
painted, these red toadstools 
from Heico come in three sizes 
and add a touch of  whimsy to 
any room. They look equally as 
gorgeous in your loungeroom as 
in your child’s bedroom. 

77. SYLVANIAN BALLET THEATRE $149.95 & 78. SYLVANIAN BALLERINAS $44.95
The Sylvanian children have all their ballet lesson and recitals in the Ballet Theatre. Chocolate Freya comes 
with the theatre and her ballerina friends are sold separately. They all love to spin and twirl to the music of  
Swan Lake and the Nutcracker on the special rotating stage.

70. NEXUS TRI COLOUR MARKERS 
$9.95
Triangular and easy to hold, this 10 pack of  vibrantly 
coloured markers is a must in any pencil case.

https://bigdreams.com.au/collections/easter
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92. MINTI FUNNY BUNNY HOODIE $64.95
Hop to it before these all disappear. Minti have given us the perfect 
winter hoodie. Cosy fleece, pockets, bunny ear hood and the cutest 
bunny print - these wont last. 

93. PRETTY WILD JACK RAINCOAT - YELLOW $129.95
Four seasons in one day is never a problem when you own a Jack 
Raincoat. The waterproof  outer and cotton lining will keep you warm 
and dry. For something a bit girlier, take a look at the Jenny with a 
touch of  liberty.

79. PJ’S $49.95 & 80. HERSCHEL BACKPACK from $79.95
Cotton PJ’s - Check! Cuddly Bunny - Check! Cool Backpack - Check! Sleepovers have 
never been so easy. Herschel offer a huge range of  fun, tough backpacks in two sizes - 
perfect for a pair of  Hatley Cotton PJ’s, the cuddliest of  Jellycat bunnies and any other 
necessities for a sleepover these school holidays.

85. SOFT GALLERY JUMPER $89.95 &  
86. BISGAARD VELCRO SHOES $179 &  
87. ACORN BEANIE $49.95
We have you covered from head to toe this winter. Soft 
Gallery have done it again with this delighful fleece Kipp 
Jumper. To add to the warmth, a pure merino beanie from 
Acorn and Bisgaard Suede velcro boots will do the trick. 

88. PRETTY WILD CAMILLA DRESS - TEAL 
$119.95 & 89. PRETTY WILD JENNY RAINCOAT - 
NAVY from $129.95
Pretty Wild have all weather conditions covered. The Camilla 
dress in Teal with short sleeves, is easily layered for cooler weather 
or goes beautifully under the Jenny raincoat when the days 
become wet. With a Liberty lined hood and a longer scoop back, 
the Jenny raincoat will keep you dry until the sun shines again.

90. EMILE ET ROSE HOODED KNIT CABLE CARDIGAN 
$139.95 & 91. BISGAARD GUMBOOTS $79.95 
The beautiful cable design of  this knitted hooded cardigan will never go 
out of  style. With a jersey lining for extra warmth, as well as a detachable 
hood, it is a winter wardrobe staple. Add a pair of  100% rubber, cotton 
lined gumboots from Bisgaard and you are ready for the great outdoors, 
knowing little feet will stay dry and comfortable. 

83. SOFT GALLERY CARDIGAN $99.95 &  
84. BISGAARD SHOES $179
We love a touch of  metallic and sparkle and it seems we are 
not alone. Our Soft Gallery Mila Cardigan with strokes of  
gold metallic, comes in peach and navy.  And for some bling 
on your feet, these metallic ballet shoes by Bisgaard are hard 
to beat.

81. PRETTY WILD CHARLOTTE BLOUSE - DUSTY PINK $99.95  
& 82. ACORN BEANIE $49.95
Alessia chooses to wear her Pretty Wild Charlotte blouse as a short dress over leggings 

and boots. On cooler days she throws on an Alexis cardigan, coming soon in this 
pink Fairy Floss and her Copenhagen merino beanie from Acorn.
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94. HEICO PINK TOADSTOOL LAMP from $110
At Big Dreams we love room décor. Our lighting offer is huge and we love our range of  Pale Pink and Hot Pink toadstool lamps. Available in three sizes, they 
are ready to plug straight in and add magic to your home. 

96. MANHATTAN TOY WINKEL $34.95
Colourful, soft, pliable loops make this world 
famous teether, perfect for teething babies. BPA 
and PVC free you can also put it in the fridge for 
that extra coolness on sore little gums. 

Is it that time of  the year already?!
I’m not complaining, autumn is my favourite season. From the weather & light to the new 
season fashion & shoes, Autumn can do me no wrong. These Easter school holidays I hope 
you all get to take the time to enjoy all nature has to offer with your children. Thank you for 
shopping at Big Dreams.

With joy and gratitude, Mary x
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97. LAPIN & ME SWAN LAMP $29.95
Coming soon to our Big Dreams family are these 
amazing LED Swan Lamps from Lapin and Me. 
Inspired by ceramic planters of  a bygone era, 
they will add a touch of  vintage around your 
home. Battery operated they are portable as well 
as beautiful.

98. NATURE BABY COTTON ONESIE $29.95 & 99. NATURE BABY LAMBSKIN 
BOOTIES $54.95 & 100. NATURE BABY LEGGINGS $29.95 & 101. NATURE BABY 
BIB $19.95 & 102. FLATOUT BEAR from $49.95
We just adore Nature Baby and our selection is huge. All organic, this brand is the perfect choice for a new 
baby. With a selection that includes bodysuits, rompers, leggings, bibs, booties and more you won’t need to 
look any further. An all Australian Sheepskin Flatout Bear is the perfect toy to compliment this range.

95. WOODEN HAND-PAINTED EGGS from $8.95
Handpainted from Cashmere, this selection of  solid wooden eggs and egg boxes are the perfect 
alternative to a chocolate Easter. Too good to not have out all year round. 

https://bigdreams.com.au/collections/easter

